23 Oct 2020
Wycliffe CE Primary School
Saltaire Road, Shipley , BD18 3HZ
Tel: 01274 584779

Our Christian Value is: COURAGE
I am not sure that I should commence with a Happy Friday BUT– that is my norm so
a Happy Friday to one and all! We have all been through a very trying fortnight but
once again our children make us proud, spreading their positivity, engaging with
learning—both in and out of school this week—and remaining our Wycliffe Wonders.
School is currently fully ‘closed’ whilst a deep clean is undertaken. We rely on those
in isolation to be extra vigilant but staff and pupils, please aim to have some family
fun over the break regardless. I had a chat to someone last week and discussed
these hard times; she suggested going to sleep with just one positive thought from
the day...I tried this and my how they grew! I ended up with far more smiles than
worries as my head landed in dreamland. Please trust that I am not making light of
matters – simply offering a suggestion that may help. We are here for you as a family and will endeavour to help if in the realms of our capabilities. Do not be afraid to
reach out. Whilst following all guidelines, do try to have a relaxing half term—check
emails as updates may occur at any time and you will be the first to know. Finally, a
huge thank you for the numerous positive and grateful emails—these are a joy to all
staff and are why we work where we do.
Take care of each other,
Mrs. Baxter

Email for COVID related contact only please:
covid@wycliffe.bradford.sch.uk

Email: office@wycliffe.bradford.sch.uk

Data as of test notifications
23.10.2020
Class isolating at home until:
Maple 30/10/2020
Oak 30/10/2020
Cedar 02/11/2020
Hazel 03/11/2020
Chestnut N/A
Larch N/A
Sycamore N/A
Willow N/A
Pine 04/11/2020
Ash 05/11/2020
Spruce 04/11/2020
Yew N/A
Rowan 27/10/2020
Please note that I will inform
individual classes of change if
new data is presented. Please
keep checking emails over the
half term.

The office is closed over half term—please use this for
COVID issues as this will urge a response .
Mrs. Baxter’s headteacher award:
Last week you will have received a link to Rosa’s fundraising site. She completed
her 12km challenges, walking, jumping and dancing (I am not sure mum and dad
were quite as energetic) BUT with your support she raised (at last count) £2100 for
Make 2nds Count. What a superstar! Rosa—your certificate awaits you on the 4th!

PLEASE TAKE HEED
Once asked to isolate, a negative
test result does not alter the isolation period. This is because when
tested the infection may not have
set in. Only a positive test can alter
timings. (10 days from 14)

LATEST ADVICE
https://www.bradford.gov.uk/health/health-advice-and-support/
coronavirus-covid-19-advice/

